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Product appearance

Socket

ON/OFF/reset Button



Product Introduction

The 2-Outlet Outdoor WIFI Outlets is a kind of socket the power of which can be controlled by the Internet       

connection to the Internet through WiFi.

Where there is Internet, users can achieve the on/off control of the power and the status display of the 

socket through the smart phone APP. Meanwhile, customers are also able to control the R F wireless socket 

and the light. The 2-Outlet Outdoor WIFI Outlets uses smartconfig to configure the Internet ,which is simple

 
Below we introduce how to install the smart app and use

with  its

and convenient and can support timer function settings .The user is able to set up the socekt according to his

of lights can be controlled through the phone interface.

light ,and the electric cooker locally or remotely.At the same time ,the user can also set up kind of  contextual

models and enjoy the convenient life brought about by the Wifi smart system.

The 2-Outlet Outdoor WIFI Outlets is an Internet hardware device specially designed for smart phone control

of family appliances.With mobile phone software,the related appliance swithers and the light and color temperature

the 2-Outlet Outdoor WIFI Outlets.















































FCC Warning:
This device complies with Part 15 of the FCC Rules. Operation is subject to the following two conditions:
(1) This device may not cause harmful interference, and
(2) This device must accept any interference received, including interference that may cause undesired operation. 
Changes or modifications not expressly approved by the party responsible for compliance could void the user's authority to operate the 
equipment.

FCC Radiation Exposure Statement:  

This equipment complies with FCC radiation exposure limits set forth for an uncontrolled environment .This equipment should be 

installed and operated with minimum distance 20cm between the radiator& your body.   

Remark:

The pictures used in this manual are iOS app interface, Android version is a bit different.




